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Abstract 

Twins and triplets often show similar eye-gaze behavior in social scenes (Kennedy et al, 2017). 

However, it remains unclear what components in social scenes provide such similarity in eye-

gaze behavior. Here, we hypothesized that joint attention in social scenes may recruit common 

attention-related neurocircuitry of twins and triplets, and thereby providing similar eye-gaze 

behavior. 

To examine this hypothesis, we measured eye positions of one set of monozygotic twins (two 3-

year-old females) and one set of monozygotic triplets (three 5-year-old females) with typical 

development (TD) to that of age-matched children with TD (n = 25; median 5 y, 11 males and 14 

female), while they performed free viewing of several static classroom and scenery images. The 

classroom images contained joint attention situations, in which a teacher pointed at objects on a 

screen and students gazed at them, and scenery images contained naturalistic scenes including 

flowers, trees, and humans but without social interactions. The twins spent similar time gazing at 

regions of the teacher’s face and his pointing objects in the classroom scene while the age-

matched children showed large variance in gaze time at those regions. In contrast, the similarity 

in gaze time at specific regions was not observed in the scenery images. These trends were also 

observed in the triplets. Our results suggest that gaze time of the twins and the triplets at regions 

related to joint attention in social scenes are heritable. 
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